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LISTEN LIVE
The buzz: Data, data everywhere. The Internet of Things (IoT)
is a vast ecosystem of physical objects connected to the
Internet, that in aggregate offer the potential of big
opportunities to transform your business. When we break it
down, the IoT is nothing more than millions – perhaps already
trillions – of objects, devices, and sensors, each and every
one generating its own continuous stream of data. But put
these all together and you have the ultimate Big Data
challenge. What actually happens at the intersection of Big
Data and the Internet of Things? The experts speak. W. David
Stephens
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Featured Guests
W. David Stephenson
W. David Stephenson is principal, Stephenson Strategies, Medfield, MA. He is a global
thought leader and consultant on the Internet of Things, and writes the top-rated
personal blog on the subject. He co-chairs the 2,400-member Boston IoT Meetup, and
heads the committee working to bring Boston a free, citywide IoT data network. He is
writing "The Circular Company," a book on IoT strategy, and will teach an IoT strategy
course at Babson College this year.
Read more

David Jonker
David Jonker, Vice President, leads the SAP Insights research center - a creative,
editorial-driven research group publishing insights into how technology innovation
addresses business, economic, and social issues today and tomorrow. Previously,
David led innovation, go-to-market and product management efforts for data
management & analytics product lines, including solutions for Big Data, machine
learning, data warehousing, cloud, mobility, and embedded systems. David’s career
also includes more than 10 years in software engineering and UX research roles.
David has a degree in Systems Design engineering from the University of Waterloo,
Canada.
Read more

Ira Berk
Ira Berk is Vice President of Digital Transformation Solutions within SAP’s HANA
Global Center of Excellence, focusing on innovations in the telecommunications
industry. Ira joined SAP in 2008 with the acquisition of Business Objects, where he led
the creation of the SAP BusinessObjects Edge series of Business Intelligence
products for mid-market companies. He brings over 25 years of industry experience in
commercial software and internal applications with industry leaders Intuit, UBS,
Morgan Stanley, and Pfizer. Ira graduated from MIT with a BS in computer science &
engineering, and a Master's degree from the MIT Sloan School of Management. He
has lived in North Carolina, Massachusetts,
Read more
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